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East Coast Surfing Championships
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WHERE: Virginia Beach
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Greetings, campers!
Scout out your next
outdoorsy adventure
at Aquia Pines
Camp Resort.

Start here
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HOW FAR: About 200 miles from Alexandria, or 3.5 hours.
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MARYLAND
The Alexandria
Diner sports a mural
with images of all the
country’s presidents
(up to Bill Clinton).
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It’s the site of North America’s oldest surfing contest and the
second-oldest regularly run surf competition in the world. Hawaii? Nope. California? Puh-leese. People, wake up and smell the
Coppertone: This week, the guys and gals of summer will be hangin’ 10 at Virginia Beach.
The 42nd annual East Coast Surfing Championships (Aug. 25
to 29) are expected to attract 300 amateur wave riders and 150
pros—the latter competing for an ego-stoking $35,000 in cash
prizes. Each day, starting at 7 a.m., visitors perched on the beachfront can watch big names including North Carolina’s Tony Silvagni (last year’s winner) and Florida’s Falina Spires shoot the
curl. Landlocked ho-daddies can also choose to play volleyball,
compete in an 8K race (Saturday at 8 a.m.) or listen to live alt-rock
from Lit, Cracker and the Surge. Or, go check out skateboarders
Bucky Lasek and Pierre-Luc Gagnon busting “kick flips” and “180
ollies” on a ramp near the boardwalk.
To fortify yourself for the long trip, start at the Alexandria Diner, where you can breakfast on poached eggs atop crab cakes while
cozying up in one of the booths separated by etched glass. Need to
stretch those legs? Pull over at Central Park Funland, where you
can climb a rock wall, play laser tag or brave a roller coaster ride.
Even the most jaded, seen-it-all types will do a double take at
the Richmond Dairy Apartments. The building opened in 1902 as
a working dairy. When it was turned into a 113-unit apartment
complex in 2001, developer Alexander Alexander (yup, that’s his
name) kept the formation, allowing some dwellers to live inside
massive milk bottles (imagine rounded living rooms). Finally, still
more outre architecture can be viewed at Norfolk Botanical Gardens. Within the 155 acres of greenery, you’ll find the “Treemendous Treehouses” exhibit, which showcases colossal structures
fashioned into pirate ships, mazes and other mind-blowing
shapes.
— Tony Sclafani
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At Central Park
Funland, let off
steam by crashing
into other bouncy
bumper boats.
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Lake Anna
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Ouch! The hot peppers
at Mount Olympus
Berry Farm make
jalapenos seem wimpy.
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Harley riders rev their
hogs at the Richmond
Parade of Harleys
(Saturday at 9 a.m.,
starting at Arthur
Ashe Center).
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Take home a bottle of
James River Cellars’
Chardonel, made from a
distinctive hybrid grape.
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Medical marijuana. Researchers in
Spain say a chemical found in weed could
help treat brain cancer. Mom always said
that smoking pot would kill brain cells—
who knew they were the right ones?

WHY: Giant milk-bottle dwellings, tiny ships and surfin’ U.S.A.
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Road Trip maps are available online at www.washingtonpost.com/
roadtrip. Have an idea for a trip? E-mail roadtrip@washpost.com.
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The Milky Way. Scientists have determined that our galaxy
is 13,600 million years old. We could have sworn it didn’t
look a day over 12,000 million.

President ... Barbie? Mattel’s new “Barbie for President”
doll, coming to a Toys R Us near you, is meant to raise political awareness among girls. Word’s still out on whether her
split with Ken will have a negative effect on the campaign.

P. Diddy. The hip-hop mogul was booed
off-stage twice by clubbers in Ibiza who had
a problem with his rap skills. Guess no-talent drivel is glaringly obvious even in a
party-drug haze.

Costco. The wholesale superstore is testing the market for
caskets in one of its Chicago stores. The items are sold at a
discount—but not in bulk.
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No more bullies. Schools in Norway are
enforcing a “zero tolerance” rule against
hair pulling and sticking classmates upside
down in garbage cans. Goodbye, Nelson
Muntz. Hello, kumbaya.
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‘LazyTown.’ The new Nickelodeon show (imported from
Iceland) aims to fight couch-potato-dom among preschoolers
by inspiring them to move more and sit less. “Junior, go outside and play.” “But Daaaaad, I want to watch ‘LazyTown’!”
FROM TOP: ELAINE THOMPSON—AP, PETER MORGAN—REUTERS, FOX BROADCASTING
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Got milk? The Richmond Dairy
Apartments has the bottles built
into its head-turning architecture.
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Yum! The smooth
‘n’ sweet spoon
bread is legendary
at Christiana
Campbell’s Tavern.

EXIT 238

Float on a raft or balance
on a log on Adventure Isle
at Water Country USA.

EXIT 242
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Williamsburg
Dazzlingly detailed model
ships are on display at
the Mariners’ Museum.
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DRIVE

Norfolk Botanical Gardens
sprouts seldom-seen greenery,
including Russian sage and
purple coneflower.
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The Bier Garden serves
jägerschnitzel, fleischkugel and
other authentic German cuisine.
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Virginia Beach
Surf’s up!

Norfolk
BY JEROME COOKSON FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

When we played the HFStival in
May, I went to a restaurant called
Thai Tanic [1326 14th St. NW].
They had the best pad thai and
chicken skewers with peanut
sauce I’ve had since I left Wales.
Richardson holds down bass in
the band Lostprophets.
— Reported by Dana Meltzer
BY CHAPMAN BAEHLER

PETSET

Kayak With Your Dog
suggests attaching one end of a line
to the dog and the other to the boat
to teach him to stay near the kayak.
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Assign seats
Don’t just get in your boat
and expect your pooch to
know what to do. Even if
your dog is comfortable
in the water, it may take him time to
get used to sitting in a moving kayak. Be sure to set him up where he’ll
be most comfortable. Small dogs
(under 10 pounds) might enjoy
perching on the hood, while bigger
dogs (10 to 80 pounds) will probably do better in the kayak’s well, at
your feet. If your dog weighs more
than 80 pounds, he may require a
cargo canoe (a large canoe just for
your dog that stands up by itself);
otherwise, there’s the risk that he’ll
tip the kayak over.
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BY TIMOTHY O’KEEFE—INDEX STOCK IMAGERY

“Wow, I feel just like Gilligan! Do me a favor: You be Ginger, okay?”

Is your pooch a born swimmer?
Next time you break out your kayak, take him along for the ride.
You’ll row your boat, and your pup
can alternate between sitting pretty
in the kayak and paddling alongside
it. Together, you’ll explore sights
unseen—and get in a little bayside
bonding to boot. Many inlets and
lakes in the D.C. area offer ultracalm waters perfect for dog kayaking. Here’s what you need to do to
make a splash.
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Pick a place
Set your sights on a quiet
waterway where it’ll be
just you, your mutt and
Mother Nature. The Patuxent River Water Trail, Jug Bay in
Prince George’s County and Little
Seneca Lake at Black Hills Regional
Park in Montgomery County are all
good options. (See www.dnr.state.
md.us/outdoors/boating.html for
other suggestions.) Steer clear of
noisy or boat-busy waterways,

which could spook your pup and
might also prove dangerous. (Don’t
ever take your dog white-water kayaking—it’s far too risky).
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Invest in a vest
To make your adventure
fun and anxiety-free, a
dog life-vest is a must.
John Landry of Nature’s
Way K-9 Service in Temple Hills
(301-752-6401) has taught dog kayaking for five years (he even offers a
sleep-away kayaking/obedience
camp for dogs; it costs $600 and
lasts one week). An owner of five
pooches himself, he never takes
even his most experienced waterdogs swimming without a vest. “It
cuts down on everyone’s stress,”
Landry says, “plus the dogs don’t
get tired as quickly.” His recommendations? The Outward Hound
(www.livestocksupply.com) and
Ruffwear (www.ruffwear.com)
models. For extra safety (“like training wheels,” he says), Landry also

Take puppy steps
Begin by kayaking to an
embankment with a
beachy slope, then park
and let your pooch out so
he can sniff around. Next, get back
in the kayak without him. Sound
mean? It isn’t: More likely than not,
he’ll wade into the water and follow
you, because instinctively he wants
to remain with the pack—in this
case, you. (Be prepared to jump out
and swim alongside him, though, if
he’s at all reluctant). Let your pup
paddle for two or three minutes,
keeping a close eye on his energy
level. Then let him take a break
(and a shake) on the shoreline.
Next, try again, for about five minutes this time. Build up to the point
where he can go for 10 minutes
without fatiguing.
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TAKE HOME YOUR
NEW BEST FRIEND
IN A FASHIONABLE
MINI-TOTE
Dogs bark, pant and wag
their tail to show affection!
Available in six different breeds
in a pink or plaid print tote.
Reg. $25 ea, SALE 16.99 EA.
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Help him have fun
If your pooch scrambles
out of the water or starts
shaking in the kayak, it’s
time to adjust your expectations. “Some dogs take to it naturally; others don’t,” says Eric Johnson, a doctor at Falls Road Veterinary Hospital who has kayaked
with his dogs for about 10 years.
His advice? “Make it comfortable
and fun: vocal encouragement, a
good ball, a treat.” We all need incentives.
— Cari Shane Parven

ORDER ANYTIME TOLL-FREE 1-800-424-9205

042-1597

Merchandise varies by store. Some sales may be in progress. Regular and original prices are offering prices
only and may or may not have resulted in sales. advertised merchandise may be available at sale prices in upcoming sale events.

